Bryant Woods Elementary School Presents

Author, Jonathan W. Stokes
We are very excited to present Mr. Jonathan W. Stokes, author of the Addison Cooke series and the
New Thrifty Guide to the Past series, to our students on:

Monday, January 29, 2018
Like a middle-grade Magic School Bus, the Thrifty Guides take readers
on funny and informative trips to the greatest moments in history,
providing useful information for the practical time traveler, such as:
Where can I find a decent hotel room in ancient Rome for under five sesterces a
day? Is horse parking included? What are my legal options if I'm fed to the
lions at the Colosseum? How do I join the Boston Tea Party without winding up
in a British prison?

And most importantly, how can I score a lunch with Alexander
Hamilton?
These guides answer these fiery, burning questions with the marshmallows of
information. There is handy advice on how to join Paul Revere's spy ring at the
Green Dragon Tavern, how to find the best picnicking spots to watch Julius
Caesar's assassination at the Roman Forum in 44 BC, and how to summon the
strength to storm a British gun battery when you haven't eaten for three days.
With comic-like illustrations, info charts designed like Yelp reviews, and maps
that cleverly balance facts with humor—history has never been more fun!

“Addison Cooke is Indiana Jones and James Bond rolled in to one.
Stokes’ witty second adventure only improves upon the first, giving
great theatrical drama to this rollicking ride.”–Booklist
A former teacher who is now a Hollywood screenwriter, Jonathan W.
Stokes has written screenplays on assignment for Warner Brothers, Universal,
Fox, Paramount, New Line, and Sony/Columbia. Inspired by a childhood love of
The Goonies and Ferris Bueller's Day Off, Jonathan wrote his first novel, Addison
Cooke and the Treasure of the Incas in 2016. Born in Manhattan, he currently
resides in Los Angeles, where he can be found showing off his incredible taste in
dishware and impressive 96% accuracy with high fives.

If you would like to place an order, please fill out the form on the back of this sheet and return it to
your child’s teacher along with payment no later than Thurs. Jan. 18th. If you would like the book
personalized to your child please PRINT the name for personalization.
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY & MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE TO

A LIKELY STORY BOOKSTORE

Student Name ____________________________________________ Teacher
______________________
Phone Number ______________________ Total Paid: CK _______Cash _______ Credit
Card________
Credit Cards are also accepted

Card Holder
___________________________________________________________________________
Credit Card Number:
____________________________________________________________________
Expiration Date _____________________Security Code___________ Zip Code
____________________
Signature
_____________________________________________________________________________
Thursday, January 18th is the last day to pre-order books

Title

Cost (includes Tax) Quantity

Thrifty Guide to Ancient Rome

$16.00

Thrifty Guide to the American
Revolution

$16.00

Addison Cooke #1 Paperback

$10.00

Addison Cooke #1 Hardcover

$16.00

Total

Personalization

Total books ordered________________ Total cost__________________

